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-it may not announce itself as worthy of our im

mediate conviction; but it will announce itself a

worthy of an immediate hearing. If there be not

so much at the very first, of the certainty of truth

as shall compel us to receive; there will at least be

as much of the semblance of truth as should compel

us to listen and to look after. And whether one

looks to that expression of moral honesty which sits

on the character and sayings of Jesus Christ, or cast

a regard, however rapid and general, on the testi

mony and the sufferings and the apparent worth of

those who followed in His train; and after this

forbears a closer inquiry-he incurs the same de

linquency of spirit which we have already charged

upon him who can step abroad with open eye among

the glories of the creation, yet remain unmoved by

any desire of gratitude or even of curiosity to the

question of a Creator.

40. But there is one special advantage which we

should not omit noticing in our study of the Natural

prior to our study of the Christian argument. It

may not prepare us for justly estimating the out

ward credentials of the embassy-but it will enable

us to recognise other credentials in the very sub..

stance and contents of the embassy. After, in

fact, that the theology of the schools has done its

uttermost, it but lands us in certain desiderata

which, if not met and not satisfied, leave nothing
to humanity but the utmost destitution and de

spair. But if, on the other hand, these desiderata

are met by the counterpart doctrines of Chris

tianity-if the unresolved problems of the one

theology do find their solution and their adjust'.
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